Our CNA Program:
Approval to operate issued by the Division of Private Business and Vocational Schools of the IL Board of Higher Education (IBHE)

Approved by the IL Department of Public Health (IDPH) to conduct training in Basic Nursing Assistant and prepare students to take the IL Certification Exam for Nursing Assistants.

An institutional member of the IL Certified Nursing Assistant Educators Association (CNAEA).

AVID CNA School is not accredited by a US Department of Education recognized accrediting body.

Who We Are

About Us
For several years, we have been active in the field of nursing education. We saw the importance of providing the right training to CNA students in order for them to perform their work properly, efficiently and safely. AVID CNA School was created with a purpose producing graduates who will become excellent future healthcare providers.

Contact Us
Phone: 630-855-3977
Fax: 630-855-8453
Email: admin@avidcnaschool.com
Website: www.avidcnaschool.com
Our Mission

Avid CNA school seeks to provide quality training for future nurses’ aides who would care for patients with compassion and safe quality care as a service to God and mankind. It also hopes to encourage and inspire CNA students to venture into higher health careers to augment healthcare needs of the aging population.

Our Vision:

To be recognized as the leader in the community in providing innovative and quality training for future Certified Nursing Assistants (CNAs).

Specific Admission Requirements:

1. The prospective student must be at least 16 years of age.
2. A reading comprehension proficiency of at least 10th grade level.
3. A Physical examination, which includes a TB test within the last 12 months.
4. Criminal Background Check from the IL State Police (to be initiated by school).
5. Copy of health insurance coverage (if available).

Register now! Our program is fast and affordable, taught by excellent and highly qualified instructors. Hurry, seats are limited!

The Basic Nursing Assistant Training Program (CIP Code 51.3902) consists of 120 clock hour of coordinated theory, lab and clinical learning activities. The program covers concepts on basic nursing skills. It is designed to prepare students to function under the supervision of the Registered Nurse in various healthcare settings. Successful completion of the program will lead to eligibility to sit for the competency exam administered by Southern Illinois University of Carbondale (SIUC). Upon successful passing of the state competency exam, the student’s name will be added in the Nurse Aide Registry which means that a student can work as a Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA) in healthcare facilities.